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Cleveland Public Theatre (CPT) is known for raw, edgy original theater, and they do not disappoint

with the fourth segment of their Elements Cycle, “Fire on the Water”. Running January 30 through

February 14, 2015 in the Gordon Square Theatre, “Fire” is a CPT collaboration with four west-side

professional theaters that include Theater Ninjas, Ohio City Theatre Project, Blank Canvas Theatre

and Talespinner Children’s Theatre.
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The audience is drawn into the world (inspired by the 1969 burning of the Cuyahoga River) as they

pass tables that ask them to write down why clean water is important to them, and have them create

their own art inspired by the burning of the River. Materials provided include the types of things that

people have thrown into the River over the years, like plastic water bottles, cans, used shopping bags

and more.

Inside the theater, the audience is given the task of navigating a magically lit world where each

person has to make the important decision of where to start their evening. The auditorium is filled

randomly with 100 rolling chairs placed in every nook, facing all directions. This Choose-Your-Own-

Adventure style seating is just the beginning of a 360º experience that both envelopes and fully

immerses patrons for 2.5 hours. Those expecting a quiet evening of sitting in one place and staring

blankly need to revise their expectations!

According to the press release, “Fire” is “made up of different pieces woven together—a textured and

multimedia pageant including comedy and satire, original mythology, dramatic monologue, puppetry

and movement layered with live music.” What that translates to is a dynamic, chaotically beautiful, and

disorientingly dramatic experience. 14 short scenes entertain, move and challenge the audience

about changing attitudes about our famous River over the decades in Cleveland. Starting with the first

fire in 1868, the experience explores Cleveland history around each of the 13 times the Cuyahoga has

caught fire. Yes – 13.

Audience members are in the middle of the show, as actors move through and sit in the crowd.

Action takes place on two stages (one at each end of the theatre), in the two front small balconies,

and in the crowd. The playing area situates three large, metal bathtubs in the space, filled with water

and used by three constantly moving and relocating actresses (Dionne Atchison, Fay Hargate, Sarah

Moore.) Huge plastic piping form large structures covered in blue saran wrap, while room-sized

projections of fire, water, dates, news stories and video dance on the walls and ceiling. The large

back balcony is home to an energetic live band, rocking ethereal, perfectly haunting music

composed by CPT’s Kulas Foundation Composer, Sam Fisher.

There is so much to see, that at times it’s hard to choose which cacophony of theatrical brilliance to
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follow. “Sometimes a river’s got to burn for change to happen” is expressed by multiple actors

throughout the show. Most of the pieces have a very literal, tangible tie to the elements.

An Ozzie and Harriet style skit by Blank Canvas Theatre humorously shows a family casually dumping

in the River, reacting to eating Mom’s “River walleye” and cautioning young Ricky about the

“Cuyahoga Five” swimming rule (which doesn’t work out well for him.)

The Theatre Ninjas give us Dido, a Roman goddess burning with a hungry fire, warning of the demon

inside us that calls us all to choose to destroy or to let live. This group also gives us a comedic break

with Amy Schwabauer and Valerie C. Kilmer’s medley of fire shenanigans by a polluted riverside.

An adapted monologue by director / “master conductor” Raymond Bobgan entitled “Chlorine”

features a fraught Cathleen O’Malley eventually becoming absorbed by a giant swirl of hundreds of

blue plastic bags.

The scenes range from serious to slap happy, moving from dark and haunting to disco ball brilliance.

Other highlights include Talespinner Children’s Theatre’s playful yet poignant “Elementary”, featuring

fire and water interacting with each other and their environment, Ohio City Theatre’s interpretation of

the fire of change inside a person framed within the 1966 Hough Riots, a segment about what people

lost in the River, and an exciting use of aerial flying both at the beginning and at the end of the show

(props to a fearless Ryan Edlinger and Faye Hargate.) There is simply so much to see, it’s

overwhelming and exhilarating.

Cleveland Magazine did a wonderful preview article on “Fire”, click here to read more about each

Theatre organization involved > http://tinyurl.com/pquapu4.

The “Fire” ensemble cast includes Wesley Allen, Dionne Atchison, Katie Beck, Tania Benites, Stephen

Berg, Amanda Lin Boyd, Ryan Edlinger, Brittany Gaul, Shayla Gordon, Faye Hargate, Charles

Hargrave, Valerie Kilmer, Daniel McNamara, Joe Milan, Sarah Moore, Cathleen O'Malley, Amy

Schwabauer, Lauren Sturdivant, Joe Virgo and Monica Zach.

The production team includes Raymond Bobgan (Master Conductor), Ian Petroni (Specialty Puppet

Designer and Design Consultant), Ben Gantose (Lighting Designer), Alison Garrigan (Costume

Designer), Inda Blatch-Geib (SFX Consultant), T. Paul Lowry (Co-Set and Video Designer), Lindsay

Carter (Stage Manager) and Jaclyn McConnell (Assistant Director).

Cleveland Public Theatre is located at 6415 Detroit Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44102. For more

information on CPT’s upcoming productions, visit www.cptonline.org.
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